
IFMA-Vanessa: Welcome everyone and thank you for attending today’s webinar: Driving 
Success in Academic Facility Management: Fueling Efficiencies through IFMA’s FMP 
Credential.

Quick Housekeeping note-All lines have been muted. If you have a question you’d like to 
ask during the presentation, please type your question in the “Q&A” box, found on your 
screen and press “send”.  We will hold questions until the Q&A portion at the end of the 
presentation. 
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We appreciate everyone joining us today.  We would like to thank IFMA’s Academic 
Facilities Council for hosting today’s webinar.  My name is Vanessa Koller, I am 
Components Liaison at IFMA, with me is Karina Elizondo, IFMA’s Credentials 
Coordinator.

Joining us today in the role of credentials subject matter expert and moderator is John 
Pivik, PE, CFM, SFP and LEED Green Associate. John, practicing CFM for over 18 yrs and 
an SFP for 3 yrs, a Certified IFMA instructor for the FMP and CFM credential programs 
for over 12 yrs and is currently teaching FM related courses for George Mason 
University as well as Catholic University in Washington DC. John recently retired from 
The World Bank after 20 yrs of service, with 10 yrs as the Environmental Health and 
Safety Officer and 10 yrs as the Manager for Facilities Operations & Maintenance.  
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Karina: We are pleased to bring you this webinar as we take you through a brief 
overview of IFMA, the Academic Facilities council and IFMA’s Global Facility 
Management Credentials.  We’ll focus on the FMP Credential and then hear success 
stories from leaders at the University of Houston and Sodexo Canada resulting from 
their commitment to IFMA’s FMP training. After that we’ll tell you how you can earn the 
FMP Credential and share a special offer for participants in today’s webinar.  Then open 
it up for questions.
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Vanessa- can read off the slide.
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Vanessa can introduce the AFC and then transition to the next slide by introducing John 
Pivik.  
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John, welcome. (JOHN TAKES OVER HERE)…Periodically, IFMA completes a Global Job 
Task Analysis to identify competencies and skills required for facility managers today.  
The most recent analysis identified 11 competency areas that define the facility 
management Body of Knowledge.  From that analysis, results defined 3 global 
credentials offered by IFMA:

First is the FMP, Facility Management Professional Credential, which we will focus on 
today. The FMP is a knowledge-based certificate program focusing on four critical core 
competencies and is considered the “must have” credential in facility management.

2nd, is also a knowledge-based certificate program. The Sustainability Facility 
Professional or SFP Credential, is the leading credential for the development of 
sustainable FM strategies centered around the competency area of Environmental 
Stewardship and Sustainability.

The 3rd is the CFM or Certified Facility Manager which a premier FM certification for 
experienced professionals.  This is a competency based certification focused on all 11 
competency areas and how that knowledge and experience applies to these 
competencies.
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JOHN: Importance of FMP- The FMP Credential is the “must have” credential for facility 
professionals globally and its success shows it as the # of FMPs has grown by 295% over 
the past 5 years.
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JOHN: FMP overview: As noted, the content is based upon IFMA’s Global Job Task 
analysis. Completing the FMP will help you “develop and test your competence by 
completing coursework and final assessments contained in the FMP Credential 
Program”. Unlike other IFMA credentials, there are no prerequisites to pursue the FMP, 
nor is any renewal or maintenance activity required to keep your FMP once earned.
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JOHN: Overview of the value of the content.  The FMP Credential is earned by 
completing four courses within the program and final assessments focused on four 
competencies deemed as critical foundation of knowledge required by facility managers 
or industry professionals working with facilities teams.



John: Today we feature two different perspectives on academic facilities and the impact 
FMP training has had on these organizations.  First we will hear from the University of 
Houston, as we are joined by Sameer Kapileshwari, FMP, SFP. Sameer is Interim 
Executive Director, for the Facilities Management Department and his colleague, 
Avinash Rahurkar, MS, MBA, FMP and SFP, Interim Associate Director of Facilities.  Then 
we will hear from the service side of academic facilities, from Jason Bates, FMP, Senior 
Director, Strategic Marketing & Business Development at Sodexo. Jason is also the 
current president of IFMA’s Toronto Chapter.
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John: Our presenters today will share their experiences with IFMA’s FMP, giving insight 
as to : (then briefly read the bullets).
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John: At this time we would like to turn it over to Sameer and Avinash from the 
University of Houston.
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Sameer
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Sameer
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Sameer
1. The decision was made at the Executive Director level
2. There was no leadership pushback
3. There was a pushback from the staff since there was a test involved. We 

overcame that by making it mandatory for supervisors and above management 
team to complete the training and pass the test. Cost and necessary time 
commitment was a challenge. 
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Avinash
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Avinash
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Avinash,

When Avinash is done, John should ask one question of U of H team and then let them 
briefly respond.  Then on to Sodexo.
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John, next we invite Jason Bates to talk about Sodexo’s experience with IFMA’s

FMP and results achieved today.



Clients were asking for Integrated Facilities Management solutions, providing “one-
stop-shopping” for their important non-core services

Ambition 2015 – Double Revenue & Triple Profit

Achieving our objectives and aspiration will require 
targeted investment as we confront an expanded 
array of FM competitors in the context of a much 
larger market opportunity.
Profitable growth will be fuelled by 3 primary 
drivers:

Development of a turnkey Remote Sites capability
Committed IFM strategy implementation
Capacity building for Public-Private Partnerships
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To achieve our Ambition, we knew we had to shift our focus from a Primarily Food 
organization with a little bit of soft FM, to a majority food service group with an 
extremely strong Integrated Facilities Management capability.

By Properly executing Sodexo’s IFM strategy, we could provide the catalyst to double 
revenue and triple bottom line performance by 2015.  But we needed help to do that.
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Our vision is clearly defined and the FMP Certification would support our vision.  And, 
as an employer of choice, we knew that we had to get our whole organization on board 
with the change to an IFM delivery model. Further, We recognized that by leveraging 
the vast experience of our teams at a client’s facility, we provide our employees with 
greater career and personal growth opportunities while leveraging our services & 
skillsets to provide greater client satisfaction.

We began to search the market for an organization that could best help us achieve our
goals.  CoreNet, BOMA, BOMI, and others were all considered, however IFMA’s FMP 
Certification provided the best possible platform to help us achieve our employee 
training goals while raising our overall brand awareness objectives in the FM Industry.
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Partnership with International Facilities Management Association (IFMA): 

Sodexo has partnered with IFMA to provide professional certification training for 

our front-line FM employees and our leadership (including District Managers, 

Directors, Vice Presidents, and Senior Vice Presidents) such designations as 

Certified Facility Manager (“CFM”) and  Facility Management Professional 

(“FMP”).  This training focuses on the delivery of facilities management solutions 

providing a greater ability to drive cost effective solutions and service 

enhancements across the managed client portfolios through an increased 

knowledge network, sharing of best practices, and global benchmarking 

initiatives.

 Establish a common foundation of knowledge and vocabulary.

 Build practical skills that one can apply to the job immediately.

 Earn professional credibility and recognition with clients, employers, peers 

and other professionals.

 Develop stronger brand awareness within the FM community

 Develop strong baseline for those who wish to pursue the SFP or 
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eventually sit for the CFM.
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To date, all our Senior Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents of Operations, Sales team, and 
District Managers have been through Sodexo’s FMP program.  We are now moving to 
the account level and beginning offering the opportunity to front line teams.
-
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Karina: So now let’s focus on how to Earn The FMP Credential.  Everything you need to 
earn the FMP is included in IFMA’s FMP Credential Program.  The program consists of 
comprehensive reading materials for the four courses that make up the FMP, along with 
suite of interactive study tools that are available 24/7 through the website for learners 
across the world.  These activities include pre and post tests to identify strengths & 
weaknesses, the application of concepts through quizzes, e-Flashcards and case studies. 
Learners can gauge progress through online reports and for groups, there are optional 
group reports available to help manage the initiative.
Finally, the FMP Final Assessments are also included in the online component. These 
are four separate multiple choice tests, timed at 65 minutes each and can be repeated 
if unsuccessful.  The FMP is earned with the learner has passed all four assessment 
exams with a score of 75% or better and submits their application and fee to IFMA to 
validate and issue their FMP Credential.
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Karina: Learning Options: IFMA offers a variety of delivery options to match learning 
styles and budget for individuals and for groups.  Individual Self-study is self-paced, with 
24/7 access you study when and where you have access to the internet.  Instructor-Led 
courses combine self-study materials with expert instruction, and the opportunity to 
discuss topics and best practices with peers.  Classes are offered by IFMA at 
conferences (the next opportunity will be in September at World Workplace in New 
Orleans), colleges and university partners, chapters and global training partners.  For 
corporate groups, you can choose from self-study or instructor-led formats, benefitting 
from volume discounts on orders of 2 or more. As mentioned, optional Group Reports 
capability allows for tracking group progress.



Karina: As a thank you for participating in today’s webinar, IFMA is offering a special 
discount of $100 off the purchase price of the program based upon your membership 
status.  Order a full, 4-course FMP Credential Program by June 30th, and provide the 
special discount code of AFC614 upon checkout.  This discount will also be applied on 
group volume orders as well.  Just go the website or call and place your order.
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Vanessa: At this time, we would like to open it up for questions for IFMA or our 
presenters.  Please submit your questions via the chat box on the right hand portion of 
your webinar screen.
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CP: Contact info and closing
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